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Abstract submitted solely to present.  

 

Broken Down Barriers, Same Old Roadblocks: Why has Greater Representation in the Legal 

Profession Not Equaled Increased Success for Women and People of Color in the Private Sector?  

 

 The findings of any report on women and people of color in the legal profession tell the 

same depressing tale: regardless of years of gender parity and increased racial diversity in the legal 

profession, law firm partners are still predominately white and male.  Studies suggest that although 

some do opt out of the law firm life, this brain drain results from bias in law firm hiring/promotion 

practices that manifest in a variety of ways.  Proposed solutions from the academy, the private 

sector, and the bar focus mainly on encouraging better business practices amongst law firms and in 

developing stronger networking amongst women and people of color.   

 This paper will examine the role of legal education reform as another potential solution. It 

will suggest that the way law students are trained contribute the perpetuation of bias in the private 

sector.  For instance, critiques of the case method  methodology point out that law students are 

somewhat tunnel-visioned in that they are less likely to develop multiple alternative solutions to a 

legal problem nor can they readily identify what information they are missing that is necessary to 

solve the problem.  Feminist scholars have also long argued that the presentation of the law as 

neutral through analysis of appellate opinions only perpetuates gender/racial bias.  That these 

pedagogical methods are carried out in what Professors Susan Sturm and Lani Guinier detail as “a 

culture of competition and conformity,”   suggest that generations of attorneys have been trained to 

value the status quo (and to equate that status quo with whiteness and maleness), regardless of 

whatever tweaks have been made to individual law school curricula in the past few years.   Indeed, 

at least one study has demonstrated that law students demonstrate similar attitudes of gender bias in 

hiring decisions as more senior decision makers in the private sector.  Finally, this paper will 

examine what changes to legal education would be effective solutions.  
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